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Take some steps to organize your kitchen and give your diet a boost.  
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Trying to lose weight but not making progress?  In spite of your good intentions, your kitchen may be part of the problem.  Use these 
tricks to make some changes and get your diet back in gear: 

 Store temptations out of reach.  Seeing food, especially your favorite treats and snacks, makes you feel hungrier.  If 

you must keep your favorite diet-busters in your home, store them on a difficult-to-reach shelf, out of sight.  You'll reach 

for them less often and save calories. 

 Convert super-size to snack-size.  Buying bulk food can save you lots of money, but once large-capacity bags, cans, 

and boxes are opened, it's easier to eat quantities much larger than a serving size.  When you buy in bulk, re-package it 

as soon as you bring it home into serving size portions.  Then, when you reach for your favorite foods, they'll already be in 

the right proportion for your diet. 

 Downsize plates and glasses.  The larger the plate or glass, the more likely you are to fill it with your favorite foods.  By 

using a salad plate instead of a dinner plate, you have less room and are more likely to consume fewer calories. 

 Turn on the lights.  When the lights are low, we're more likely to eat more, so turn on the lights, open the shutters, and 

serve meals in a bright kitchen. 

 Go blue.  The color blue helps to suppress feelings of hunger.  Choose shades of blue for your kitchen makeover, and 

avoid red and yellow, which can increase your appetite. 

For more diet-friendly kitchen organizing tips, link to Mark Rubi's Diet Tips 101, and click on "subscribe" to be notified of future Get 

Organized articles. 

Related articles: 

 Organize your refrigerator and pantry so you can find what you're looking for 

 Organize your grocery shopping to save money and reduce waste 

 More grocery shopping tips to save money and reduce waste 

 Quick tips to save big money: lunch 

 Organize yourself to save big money using coupons and promotion codes 
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